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Ceca Magán Abogados has incorporated Juan Carlos Alfonso Rubio as a new partner in the public
and regulatory law team. He will join the team of partners already formed by Rafael Ariño and María
José Rovira.

Juan Carlos Alfonso Rubio, state's attorney on leave of absence has joined its public and regulatory
division. He joins the team currently made up of partners Rafael Ariño and Maria José Rovira. This
signing strengthens the firm's commitment to this area of expertise in relations with the Public
Administration, which has closed 2022 with a turnover of close to one million euros and expects to
exceed two million euros this year.

Alfonso has extensive experience in board secretariats, having held these functions in more than a
dozen boards in the public and private sector. He also has extensive expertise in relations with the
country's regulatory bodies and in advising on corporate governance for the negotiation of contracts
and the resolution of business disputes.

He holds a law degree from the Universidad Autónoma de Madrid and a senior management
programme from the IESE Business School. In recent years, he has served as general secretary on
the boards of directors of some of the most renowned companies in this country, such as Aena,
ICEX, Correos and CESCE. He is currently co-president of the tourism law section of ICAM as an
expert in this sector.

According to Juan Carlos Alfonso: "Ceca Magán Abogados is the law firm with the most ambitious
and exciting project at this time of profound changes in the legal sector in our country. Its great team
of professionals and the quality of its client service ensure the success of a project that I am proud
to join".
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For Esteban Ceca, managing partner of Ceca Magán "The fact that Juan Carlos has chosen us is a
privilege for me, being an admirer of his career, but I also believe that his expertise will be a perfect
reinforcement for our firm's management team, providing exceptional knowledge of board
secretaries to help our firm's clients".

Pictured: Esteban Ceca, Juan Carlos Alfonso, María José Rovira.


